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ABSTRACT
Faraday tomography is a novel method to probe 3-dimensional structure of magnetic fields of polar-
ized radio sources. In this paper, we investigate Faraday dispersion function (FDF) of disk galaxies
extending a simple analytic model of galactic magnetic fields developed in Ideguchi et al. (2017). The
model consists of axisymmetric coherent fields and turbulent fields and we consider the effects of incli-
nation, relative amplitude of coherent and turbulent magnetic fields and pitch angle of coherent fields.
Our simple model makes it easy to obtain physical interpretation of FDFs and helps understanding
observational results. We find FDFs have two peaks when galaxies are observed with non zero inclina-
tion. The gap and relative height of two peaks are dependent on the inclination angle and pitch angle
but are not affected by relative amplitude of coherent and turbulent magnetic fields so much. These
findings give us an important caution that two peaks in observed FDFs do not necessarily imply the
presence of two separate radio sources within a beam.
Keywords: magnetic field: galaxy— ......
1. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic fields play important roles in many of
astrophysical systems. In studies on such objects,
3-dimensional structure of magnetic fields is a key
to understand the dynamics of magnetized plasma.
Faraday tomography is a technique to reconstruct
the distribution of magnetic fields of polarized ra-
dio sources along the line of sight (LOS) and a
combination with 2-dimensional imaging allows us
to probe the 3-dimensional structure (Burn 1966;
Brentjens & de Bruyn 2005).
A key quantity in Faraday tomography is Faraday
depth defined as
φ(x) = K
∫ x
0
ne(x
′)B‖(x
′)dx′ [rad m−2] (1)
where ne(x) [cm
−3], B‖(x) [µG] and x [pc] are the ther-
mal electron density and magnetic fields parallel to the
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LOS and the coordinate along the LOS. The coefficient
is K = 0.81 when the above units for ne, B‖ and x
are adopted. Then, the Faraday dispersion function
(FDF), the complex polarization intensity in Faraday
depth space, is related to the polarization spectrum as,
P (λ2) =
1
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
F (φ)e2iφλ
2
dφ. (2)
The FDF is the quantity which can be obtained
from Faraday tomography and contains information
on the LOS distribution of magnetic fields, high-
energy electrons which emit polarized radio waves
and thermal electrons. Although the distribution
which is given by the FDF is in Faraday depth
space, rather than physical space, it gives us much
more information than the conventional rotation
measure (Schnitzeler et al. 2007; Govoni et al. 2010;
Mao et al. 2010; Wolleben et al. 2010; Akahori et al.
2014; Andersonet al. 2016; O’Sullivan et al. 2018).
However, there are two major difficulties concerning
Faraday tomography. The first is the precise recon-
struction of the FDF from observed polarization spec-
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trum. Although Eq.(2) is mathematically equivalent to
Fourier transform, the inverse transformation to obtain
the FDF is incomplete because the observational band is
limited to a finite range of λ2(> 0). A lot of algorithms
have been developed to extract as much information
as possible from observed polarization spectrum: RM
CLEAN (Heald et al. 2009; Miyashita et al. 2016), QU
fitting (O’Sullivan et al. 2012; Miyashita et al. 2019)
and sparse modeling (Li et al. 2011; Andrecut et al.
2012; Akiyama et al. 2019).
The second one, which is directly related to the cur-
rent work, is the interpretation of the FDF. As we stated
above, the FDF is the distribution of polarized emission
in Faraday depth space, not physical space. Thus, the
interpretation of the FDF is not straightforward, even if
it was reconstructed precisely somehow. In the case of
galaxies, previous works have emphasized that the pres-
ence of turbulent magnetic fields is important to under-
stand the shape of the FDF (Beck et al. 2009; Bell et al.
2011; Frick et al. 2011; Ideguchi et al. 2014). Generally,
the turbulent fields induce randomness in the FDF and
make the FDF difficult to interpret.
In our previous study (Ideguchi et al. 2017), we devel-
oped a simple analytic model of disk galaxies with global
(coherent) and turbulent (random) magnetic fields. It
was found that randomness of the FDF is significantly
reduced when the FDFs of areas which are much larger
than the typical scale of turbulence are summed over.
The resultant FDF reflects the feature of global fields
and the statistical properties of turbulence. In this
paper, we extend the model of galaxies developed in
Ideguchi et al. (2017) to consider the effects of inclina-
tion of observation, relative amplitude between global
and turbulent magnetic fields and pitch angle of global
fields.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In section
2, we describe our model of galactic magnetic fields and
method to calculate FDFs. The results are given in
section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the summary and
discussion.
2. MODEL OF DISK GALAXIES
2.1. Galaxy Model in Ideguchi et al. (2017)
In our previous work (Ideguchi et al. 2017), we stud-
ied the characteristic properties of the FDF of a small
portion, ∼ (100pc)2, of “face-on” spiral galaxies by em-
ploying simple models for the magnetic field. For sim-
plicity, we ignored galactic halos (or thick disks) and
considered only galactic disk which has a scale height of
Lsh and is filled with the constant thermal electron den-
sity, ne. As a representative case, we adopted Lsh = 1
kpc and ne = 0.02 cm
−2. The intensity and angle of
polarization is assumed to be constant within the com-
putational domain. The random magnetic field is also
assumed, but the emission from it is ignored and only
LOS component of it is considered.
The magnetic fields which is parallel with respect to
the line of sight (LOS) is decomposed into random and
coherent components such that
B′‖ = B
′
rand
+B′
coh
. (3)
We assigned the physical quantities described above to
cubic cells of size Lcell, which is adopted as 10 pc as
a representative. This is equivalent to make a simple
assumption where B′
rand
has a single coherence length.
Under these assumptions, we calculated the FDF nu-
merically by stacking up the cells for [−Lsh, Lsh]. Thus,
each LOS includesN = 2Lsh/Lcell cells, or “layers” since
we also considered number of cells in the plane perpen-
dicular to the LOS which corresponds to the observa-
tional region. We found that the “shape” of the FDF
becomes smooth when multiple LOSs cover a region of
& (10 coherence length)2.
As the next step, we derived the FDF analytically in
the limit of large number of LOSs. We found that the
FDF can be expressed as the sum of many Gaussian
functions with different means and variances such that
F (φ) ∝
N∑
j=1
Pj(φ), (4)
where Pj(φ) is the jth layer’s contribution to the FDF
and is expressed as
Pj(φ) =
1√
2pijσφ
exp
[
− (φ− j∆φcoh)
2
2jσ2φ
]
. (5)
Here ∆φcoh = KneB
′
coh
Lcell shows the slide of the peak
location of the emission from each layer in φ space
due to the coherent field, and σ2φ = K
2n2eσ
2
BL
2
cell
with
〈B′
rand
2〉 = σ2B shows the variance of emission from each
layer in φ space due to the random field within the layer.
Note that we do not consider the absolute emissivity of
radiation and thus the intensity of F (φ) is in arbitrary
unit, since we only study the shape of F (φ). We also
demonstrated that the simulated FDF approaches to the
analytical solution as the number of LOSs increases.
2.2. Extension of Galaxy Model
In this work, we follow the basic concepts and pa-
rameters of the analytical study of our previous work
in Ideguchi et al. (2017), but extend it by introducing
the inclination of the spiral galaxies as well as the pitch
angle of the spiral magnetic field, and study how these
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additional parameters make an impact on the shape of
the FDF. The values of ne = 0.02 cm
−3, Lsh = 1 kpc,
and Lcell = 10 pc follow our previous work. As in Figure
1, we use Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z), where the x-y
plane coincides with the galactic midplane with z pene-
trating the midplane, and the origin, (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0),
being the same as the galactic center. The inclination
angle, θ, represents the angle between the LOS and z
axis, and is set as 40 degrees as a representative. The
LOS is assumed to be always parallel to x-z plane, and
the location of intersection of LOS and galactic plane
(at z = 0) is difined as (x, y) = (β, y) which is set as
(0, 200) pc as a representative (Figure 2).
As the global magnetic field, Bcoh, we assume the con-
centric magnetic field centered on the galactic center
and that it is parallel to the galactic (x-y) plane. This
ring magnetic field is set as 5 µG as a representative.
The perpendicular (B⊥) and parallel (B‖) components
of Bcoh with respect to the LOS are expressed as
B⊥(zj) =
√
(z tan θ + β)2 + y2 cos2 θ√
(zj tan θ + β)2 + y2
Bcoh, (6)
B‖(zj) =
y sin θ√
(zj tan θ + β)2 + y2
Bcoh, (7)
where
zj =
(
j − N
2
)
Lcell cos θ. (8)
Here N is the number of layers (see below). Though we
do not consider the coherent (global and uniform) mag-
netic field which is perpendicular to the galactic plane
as was considered in our previous work, we note that
the concentric field generates the coherent component
which is parallel to the LOS when θ is non-zero as in
Equation 7.
Regarding the synchrotron radiation, we need to con-
sider the dependence of B⊥ on it since the direction and
strength of B⊥ vary with each layer when both of θ and
y are non-zero as in Eq. (6), while both of which are
assumed to be constant in our previous work. In this
paper, for simplicity, we assume that the emissivity of
synchrotron radiation is only proportional to B1.8⊥ and
ignore the dependence on the Cosmic-ray electron den-
sity. The proportion of 1.8 power of B⊥ corresponds
to the frequency distribution ∝ ν−0.8. This is reason-
ably close to that suggested by observations of the Milky
Way (Reich & Reich 1988) and external radio galaxies
(Beck et al. 1996). In addition, we do not consider the
absolute value of emissivity and focus only on the shape
of the FDF. Also, we ignore the change of direction of
the concentric field within a layer, and assume that it is
constant within the layer.
The random magnetic field is also assumed. The
polarization from its perpendicular component is ig-
nored also in this study. While the contribution of
emission from the random field to F (φ) is not triv-
ial, we confirm that it basically affects only to the
amplitude of F (φ) and hardly affects to the shape of
it (Miyashita et al. in preparation 2019). Thus, only
LOS component of the field, Brand, is considered in this
work, and it affects to the variance of emission from each
layer in φ space. As a representative, Brand is set as 1
µG, then σB = 1µG.
Under the assumptions described above, the FDF
from jth layer can be expressed using Eq. (5) as
Pj(φ) =
B⊥(zj)
1.8
√
2pijσφ
exp
[
− (φ− φ0(zj))
2
2jσ2φ
]
× exp[2χ(zj)],
(9)
where
φ0(zj) = KneLcell
j∑
k=1
B‖(zk), (10)
χ(zj) = cos
−1
[
zj tan θ + β√
(zj tan θ + β)2 + y2 cos θ
]
, (11)
and σ2φ = K
2n2eσ
2
BL
2
cell
with 〈B2
rand
〉 = σ2B. Since we
always consider the region for [-Lsh,Lsh] through z axis,
the number of layers depends on the inclination angle
and is expressed as
N =
2Lsh
Lcell cos θ
. (12)
Finally, F (φ) is calculated using Equation 4 and Eq. (9).
When non-zero pitch angle of spiral field, θ′, is consid-
ered, F (φ) is calculated in the same way by modifying
Equation 6, 7 and 11 as
B
⊥
(zk) =
√
(zj tan θ + β)
2 + y2 − (y cos θ′ + (zj tan θ + β) sin θ
′)2 sin2 θ
√
(zj tan θ + β)
2 + y2
Bcoh,
(13)
B‖(zk) =
(y cos θ′ + (zj tan θ + β) sin θ
′) sin θ√
(zj tan θ + β)2 + y2
Bcoh,
(14)
and
χ
′
(zk) =
cos
−1


(zj tan θ + β) cos θ
′
− y sin θ′
√
((zj tan θ + β)
2 + y2) cos2 θ + (y sin θ′ − (zj tan θ + β) cos θ
′)2 sin2 θ

 .
(15)
We start with the fiducial model where the turbulent
field is assumed to be smaller than the global field for
allowing us to simply interpret the results, and later in
the next section, we consider the comparable or larger
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Figure 1. Schematic picture of the galactic model used in
this paper.
Figure 2. This shows the pattern diagram of our galaxy
model viewed from above.
turbulent field with respect to the global field whose
situation is suggested by observations (Fletcher 2010).
The model parameters and their fiducial values used in
this paper are summarized in Table 1.
3. RESULTS
3.1. basic results
First, let us see the case of θ = 0 deg (face-on) dis-
cussed in Ideguchi et al. (2017). The absolute value of
the FDF is shown in Fig. 3. As explained in Section 2,
the FDF is the sum of contribution from all layers along
the line of sight. Because ring fields are perpendicular
to the line of sight, only turbulent fields contribute to
the parallel component of magnetic fields. In this case,
the center of Gaussian function of each layer is located
at φ = 0, while the width is larger for larger j. Thus,
 0
 400
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 1200
-6 -4 -2  0  2  4  6
|F
(φ)
|
φ [rad/m2]
j=1 50
j=50 100
j=100 150
j=150 200
|F|
Figure 3. Absolute value of Faraday dispersion function for
the case with θ = 0 deg (face-on). Solid line corresponds
to the total FDF. Contribution from groups of layers with
j = 1− 50, 51− 100, 101− 150 and 151− 200 are also shown.
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-10  0  10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80
|F
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|
φ [rad/m2]
j=1 65
j=65 130
j=130 195
j=195 261
|F|
Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for inclination θ = 40 deg.
the FDF is the sum of Gaussian functions with the same
center (φ = 0) and different widths and is not Gaussian
itself. The width of the FDF reflects the magnitude
of turbulent magnetic fields. Ideguchi et al. (2017) fur-
ther considered the case with coherent magnetic fields
perpendicular to the galactic plane and found that the
FDF is skewed.
Fig. 4 represents the FDF with inclination θ = 40 deg
and offset from the galactic center of y = 200 pc and
β = 0 pc. Two peaks can be seen at φ = 0 and
65 rad/m2 and the left peak is sharp compared with
the other. These features were not seen in the situation
considered in Ideguchi et al. (2017).
To understand these features, we plot the distribution
of magnetic field components and φ(z) along the line of
sight in Fig. 5. The top panel represents the perpendic-
ular component of coherent fields and it is small around
the galactic plane (z ∼ 0). Because the emissivity of
synchrotron radiation is assumed to be proportional to
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Table 1. Fiducial model parameters
Symbol Physical Quantity Fiducial Value
θ inclination angle 40 deg
θ′ pitch angle 0 deg
y height of LOS 200 pc
β intersection of LOS and galactic plane 0 pc
ne thermal electron density 0.02 cm
−3
Bcoh coherent magnetic field 5 µG
Bran standard deviation of turbulent magnetic fields 1 µG
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Figure 5. Distribution of B⊥ (top) and B‖ (middle), and
Faraday depth (bottom) along a line of sight with different
inclination θ = 20, 40 and 60 degree for the fiducial model.
B1.8⊥ , the emissivity around the galactic plane is conse-
quently relatively low. On the other hand, the distribu-
tion of the parallel component is shown in the middle
panel and the resulting Faraday depth is plotted in the
bottom panel as a function of z. Since φ(z) is monoton-
ically increasing because B‖ > 0 everywhere, Gaussian
functions move rightward with increasing j. This can
also be seen in Fig. 4, where the contributions from 4
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Figure 6. Absolute value of Faraday dispersion function for
the cases with θ = 20, 40 and 60 deg.
groups of layers are also shown. Thus, we can see that
the peak at φ = 0 is mostly contributed from emission
from the near side of the galaxy, while the other is from
the far side. The sharpness of the peaks can also be
explained by the fact that Gaussian functions of the far
side have larger widths.
It should be noted that the dip between the two peaks
around φ ∼ 35 corresponds to the galactic plane z ∼ 0
(see the bottom panel of Fig. 5). There are two reasons
for the existence of the dip. One is that a relatively few
number of layers are contributing to the FDF at φ ∼ 35
since B‖ is large around z ∼ 0 and φ is rapidly increasing
as can be seen in the middle and bottom panels of Fig.
5. Another reason is that the emissivity is relatively low
there as stated above.
Fig. 6 shows the absolute value of the FDF for dif-
ferent inclination angles (20, 40 and 60 deg). As can be
seen in the middle panel of Fig. 5, B‖ at the galactic
plane is larger for a larger inclination angle, while the
mutual relation is reversed off the plane. On the other
hand, the path length within the galaxy along the line
of sight is longer for a larger inclination. Here, note
that the horizontal axis of Fig. 5 is z, rather than the
path length. As a result of these factors, Faraday depth
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Figure 7. Same as Fig. 6 but for y = 100, 200 and 400 pc.
The inclination angle θ is fixed to 40 deg.
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Figure 8. Distribution of B‖ (Top), and Faraday depth
(Bottom) along a line of sight with different offset y = 100,
200 and 400 pc. The inclination angle θ is fixed to 40 deg.
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Figure 9. FDF distribution in the case of β = 100, 200 and
400 pc.
turns out to be larger for a larger inclination and, con-
sequently, the gap between the two peaks is larger.
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Figure 10. Absolute value of the FDFs with turbulent mag-
netic fields of 1,3, 5 and 10 µG.
Finally, let us see the variation of the FDF when the
offset of the line of sight from the galactic center is
changed. Fig. 7 shows the absolute value of the FDF for
y = 100, 200 and 400 pc, fixing θ = 40 deg and β = 0 pc.
The distribution of B‖ and Faraday depth along the line
of sight are shown in Fig. 8. The offset does not affect
the maximum value of B‖ but its variation is smaller for
a larger offset. Thus, Faraday depth grow more rapidly
and the gap between the two peaks is larger for a larger
offset. On the other hand, significant change cannot be
seen in Fig. 9, where β is shifted to 100, 200 and 400 pc
with fixed values of y = 200 pc and θ = 40 degree.
3.2. variant models
In the previous sebsection, a simple model of a galaxy
was adopted to understand the behavior of the FDF
easily. We extend the fiducial model in several ways to
consider more variations of observed galaxies.
3.2.1. turbulent magnetic fields
In most galaxies, turbulent magnetic fields are com-
parable or stronger than coherent fields. In this subsec-
tion, we investigate the FDFs varying the amplitude of
turbulent fields and fixing that of coherent fields. Fig.
10 shows the absolute value of the FDFs with turbulent
magnetic fields of 1,3, 5 and 10 µG. For stronger turbu-
lent fields, the Gaussian function of each layer widens so
that the peaks become smooth. On the other hand, the
centers of Gaussian functions are unchanged because the
magnitude of coherent fields is fixed, so the posiiton of
peaks do not change so much either. Thus, these FDFs
have most of the features of the FDF of the fiducial
model and the discussion given in the previous subsec-
tion applies to the current case as well.
3.2.2. pitch angle
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Here we consider coherent magnetic fields with pitch
angle by rotating the ring field at each position as stated
in section 2. Fig. 11 shows the line-of sight distribution
of perpendicular and parallel components of magnetic
fields and φ(z) for pitch angle θ′ = 0, 20, 40 and 60 deg
with fixed inclination θ = 40 deg. It is seen that, for non
zero pitch angle, the distribution of magnetic fields is not
symmetric with respect to the galactic plane (z = 0)
as opposed to the case with ring fields. The parallel
component starts from a negative value and becomes
positive at somewhere in the near side (z < 0 pc). The
transition point is closer to the galactic plane for a larger
pitch angle. Consequently, Faraday depth first decreases
from zero, takes the minimum value at the transition
point and becomes positive in the end.
Resultant FDFs are shown in Fig. 12. Because Fara-
day depth becomes negative for non zero pitch angle,
the left peak moves to negative φ region and is located
at the minimum φ. Therefore, the Faraday depth of the
peak is smaller (larger |φ|) for a larger pitch angle. On
the other hand, the right peak has a lower height and
is located at a smaller φ for a larger pitch angle. This
is because only a narrow range of z contributes to the
right peak for a large pitch angle (see the bottom panel
of Fig. 11). The magnitude of perpendicular component
shown in the top panel of Fig. 11 also affects the peak
height, but this factor is very minor. It should be noted
that the vertical axis of Fig. 12 is in logarithmic scale,
while that of Fig. 5 is in linear scale.
Figs. 13 and 14 are comparison between different in-
clination angles (θ = 0, 20 and 40 deg) for fixed pitch
angle of θ′ = 30 deg. We can see that the effects of non
zero pitch angle such as asymmetry of magnetic fields
with respect to the galactic plane are more significant
for a larger inclination angle.
4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we investigated Faraday dispersion func-
tion (FDF) of disk galaxies extending a simple an-
alytic model of galactic magnetic fields developed in
Ideguchi et al. (2017), which has axisymmetric coher-
ent fields and turbulent fields. We studied the effects of
inclination, relative amplitude of coherent and turbulent
fields and pitch angle of coherent fields. Our model was
rather simple but allowed us to understand the behavior
of FDFs. First, we found FDFs have two peaks when
galaxies are observed with non zero inclination. The gap
and relative height of two peaks are dependent on the
inclination angle and pitch angle. The relative ampli-
tude of coherent and turbulent magnetic fields does not
affect the qualitative features so much and widens the
peaks.
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Figure 11. Same as Fig. 5 but with pitch angle θ′ = 0, 20,
40 and 60 deg and fixed inclination θ = 40 deg.
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Figure 12. Same as Fig. 3 but with pitch angle θ′ = 0, 20,
40 and 60 deg and fixed inclination θ = 40 deg.
It is rather surprising that FDFs exhibit a wide variety
of shape just by varying the inclination and pitch angles.
Especially, the fact that non zero inclination leads to
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Figure 13. Same as Fig. 5 but with inclination θ = 0, 20
and 40 deg and fixed pitch angle θ′ = 30 deg.
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Figure 14. Same as Fig. 3 but with inclination θ = 0, 20
and 40 deg and fixed pitch angle θ′ = 30 deg.
two peaks in the FDF gives us an important caution. In
practical observations, emission between the two peaks
may not be identified due to thermal and systematic
noises. Therefore, one may recognize that the FDF is
contributed from two separate radio sources within the
beam. Simulations of reconstruction of FDFs studied
here with observational errors will be given elsewhere.
Combining Faraday tomography and 2-dimensional
imaging, we will be able to obtain Faraday cube, that is,
polarization emissivity as a function of Faraday depth
and position in the sky. This will allow us probe 3-
dimensional structure of galactic magnetic fields, such
as topology of global fields and the position dependence
of the strength of turbulent fields. Investigation of Fara-
day cube is also our future work.
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